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Abstract
The ability to perform interactive walkthroughs of global
illumination solutions including glossy effects is a chal-
lenging open problem. In this paper we overcome certain
limitations of previous approaches. We first introduce a
novel, memory- and compute-efficient representation of
incoming illumination, in the context of a hierarchical ra-
diance clustering algorithm. We then represent outgoing
radiance with an adaptive hierarchical basis, in a manner
suitable for interactive display. Using appropriate refine-
ment and display strategies, we achieve walkthroughs of
glossy solutions at interactive rates for non-trivial scenes.
In addition, our implementation has been developed to be
portable and easily adaptable as an extension to existing,
diffuse-only, hierarchical radiosity systems. We present
results of the implementation of glossy global illumina-
tion in two independent global illumination systems.
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active viewing

1 Introduction

Real-world scenes contain materials with different re-
flective properties, varying from matte (diffuse) to shiny
(glossy or specular). Global illumination research has
made great advances for the treatment of diffuse envi-
ronments in the recent years, in particular with the ad-
vent of the Hierarchical Radiosity (HR) algorithm [7]
and the subsequent introduction of clustering [18, 15].
It is now possible to compute global illumination solu-
tions of complex diffuse environments and perform inter-
active walkthroughs. Interactivity is achieved using the
polygonal model which is appropriately subdivided into
sub-polygons to capture shadows and lighting variations.
Since the environments are diffuse, no updates are neces-
sary at each frame, and the polygons are drawn as is. In
contrast, scenes containing glossy surfaces cannot yet be
treated in an interactive context. To generate images with
glossy surfaces, ray-tracing based approaches are typi-
cally used, such as the RADIANCE system [27] or path-

tracing algorithms (e.g.,[11, 23]). Some finite element
approaches have been presented, but can only treat trivial
scenes (e.g., [13, 1]) or require a second, ray-casting pass
to generate an image [3]. Two approaches have been pro-
posed which are capable of interactive viewing [16, 25],
but they are limited in their capacity to treat non-trivial
environments and reflective behaviours.
We present a novel solution which allows interactive

viewing of globally illuminated glossy scenes. To reach
this goal, we use a finite element representation of outgo-
ing radiance at surfaces or clusters. This representation
is used at each frame to evaluate the radiance leaving a
glossy surface and reaching the eye, permitting interac-
tive viewing.
A novel representation of incoming radiance in the

form of a structure called Illumination Samples is pre-
sented, which is efficient both in memory and computa-
tion time. This structure replaces an explicit (and costly)
finite-element representation of incoming radiance by
sets of relevant point samples.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the importance and ben-

efits of using an adaptive hierarchical representation of
outgoing radiance improving on both computation time
and memory consumption compared to previous ap-
proaches such as [16]. Our algorithm produces high qual-
ity glossy global illumination solutions which can be di-
rectly rendered for interactive walkthroughs, without the
need for expensive second-pass final gather as in [3].

2 Previous Work

Most previous work in glossy illumination has been cen-
tered around ray-tracing. These start with distributed ray-
tracing [28, 5] and the rendering equation [9] in the late
eighties. A large body of research ensued focusing on
Monte-Carlo stochastic algorithms. The goal of this re-
search was to reduce the noise in the solutions, introduced
by the stochastic nature of the Monte-Carlo methods
(e.g. [22, 11, 14]). Monte-Carlo algorithms that proved to
be useful in other research areas were successfully trans-



ferred to the global illumination problem [10, 24].
In parallel, several multi-pass methods have been de-

velopedwhich combine the advantages of ray-tracing and
radiosity-style calculations [17]; others have integrated
radiosity calculations a stochastic process [2]. The RA-
DIANCE system [27], particle tracing [12] and photon-
maps [8] are also interesting since they collect samples of
illumination either on surfaces or in a separate structure,
and use a ray-cast or trace to render the final image.
“Pure” finite element approaches for glossy illumina-

tion have appeared in two main flavours: three-point ap-
proaches [1, 13] and finite-element approaches using di-
rectional distributions [16, 3]. We concentrate on the last
two methods in more detail, since they are closer to our
new algorithm.

2.1 Wavelets and Final Gather

Christensen et al. [3] extended the wavelet methods
which have been used for radiosity [29, 6, 4] to a radiance
clustering algorithm. However, it still suffers from some
computationally expensive steps which hinder interactive
viewing. Patches store a radiance distribution which is
represented using a four dimensional wavelet basis ac-
counting for spatial and directional variations. Comput-
ing the transport coefficients involves evaluating a six-
dimensional integral which is computationally expensive.
Importance driven refinement reduces the number of in-
teractions drastically; but the solution becomes view de-
pendent and consequently cannot be used for interactive
viewing.
Higher order wavelet bases were also investigated,

which provide a sparser transport coefficient matrix and
deliver smoother representations. However, the integra-
tions are so complex that the authors resorted to the Haar
basis with a smoothing final gather step, which is very
time consuming and view dependent.

2.2 Radiance Clustering

The Radiance Clustering approach (RC) developed by
Sillion et al. [16], used spherical harmonics to store ex-
iting radiant intensity I on the hierarchical elements of a
subdivision of the original scene. An “immediate-push”
algorithm is used, which, during the gather operation of
light across links, “pushes” the contribution all the way
to the leaves. At the leaves, radiant intensity I is stored
as a spherical harmonic function; the new contribution is
reflected and added into this function.
The result can be visualised directly by sampling the

spherical harmonic representations of I at each frame.
Direct visualisation (i.e. with no acceleration) was per-
formed for simple scenes; since for each frame radiance
is evaluated at each vertex or leaf element, frame rates
are not optimal. Furthermore, spherical harmonics are a

non-hierarchical representation, and the number of coef-
ficients used is fixed in advance. As a result, there is no
control over the level of detail required to represent the
directionally dependent glossy illumination.
Our new algorithm provides solutions to the above

problems and also reduces memory and time consump-
tion. We start with an improved representation of in-
coming radiance, which avoids the memory overhead and
multiple hierarchy passes of the “immediate-push” so-
lution. In particular we introduce Illumination Samples
which are an appropriate point sample set representation
of incoming light. We then proceed with an adaptive hi-
erarchical representation of outgoing radiance using Haar
wavelets, which is well-suited to interactive viewing, and
allows smooth control of the memory/quality tradeoff.
This avoids the problems of non-adaptive representations
which are either not sufficiently accurate or too memory-
consuming. Appropriate directional refinement and sim-
ple heuristics for accelerated viewing are also introduced.

3 The Illumination Samples Algorithm

The goal of the new Illumination Samples algorithm is to
extend an existing Hierarchical Clustering algorithm to
also handle non-diffuse surfaces. Inter-surface light prop-
agation is the same for diffuse and non-diffuse environ-
ments, with the difference that in a non-diffuse setup di-
rectional information about incident light must be main-
tained for a following glossy reflection step.
As in [16], patches and clusters are assumed to have no

spatial extent. They store a hierarchical directional dis-
tribution for outgoing radiance which will be described
separately in Section 4. In contrast to [3], our new algo-
rithm does not differentiate between clusters and patches
concerning the representation of exitant light.

3.1 Bounded Propagation
Our approach is based on the radiosity clustering method
described in [20, 21], which can handle flat and curved
surfaces as well as clusters in a uniform manner. Bound-
ing boxes around the objects are used to bound the set
of interacting directions. With this information, bounds
on the form factor and exitant radiance at the sender are
computed, delivering minimum and maximum values for
the received radiosity. The difference is used to decide
whether to refine a link.
This bounded radiosity approach can be applied to

radiance computations easily, since the propagation of
light, i.e. the transformation of exitant to incident light,
is independent of material properties. The only differ-
ence lies in the evaluation of bounds on the radiance of
the sender, which is even easier if we have a directional
distribution for the sender’s exitant radiance. However,
since this exitant radiance representation is only approxi-



mate, the resulting bounds are no longer conservative.

3.2 Incident Light

One way to integrate the directional information is to
explicitly compute a finite element representation of it.
In [3], each incident light contribution computed during
propagation is projected separately onto a basis for in-
coming light (for clusters). This is rather costly (in mem-
ory and time) and results in significant blurring of inci-
dent light, which can exhibit very strong variations.
An alternative is to reflect incident light contributions

immediately after they have been computed [16], while
their direction of incidence is still known. The reflec-
tion responses are then projected in finite element bases
separately. This method circumvents the need to store
the incident light, but the storage consumption is not re-
duced: two representations of exitant radiance are needed
for the push/pull phase. In addition, this method is com-
putationally expensive, because of the high number of
BRDF evaluations, and the multiple hierarchy traversals
involved in the immediate projection.
Our proposed solution is to combine the approaches

of incident light representation and immediate reflection.
We attach incident light to a receiving patch in the form
of Illumination Samples. Light propagation is computed
similarly to HR by refining links until each link repre-
sents what amounts to constant light power. Instead of
simply summing the irradiance values at the receiver, an
Illumination Sample with the direction to the sender and
the transported irradiance is added to the receiver for each
link. At the end of the propagation step, the illumination
in the scene is represented as a set of point samples, dis-
tributed over the scene hierarchy.

3.3 Push/Pull and Reflection

A push step as in HR is needed to create a consistent
representation of the incident light at the leaves, i.e. all
light received by inner nodes is propagated to the children
by passing its Illumination Samples downwards. After-
wards, each leaf has a large set of Illumination Samples
describing its entire incident light field. Note that the
number of hierarchy traversals is much smaller than in
Radiance Clustering [16], where each sample is pushed
down separately.
After the push step, the incident light has to be re-

flected according to the object’s BRDF. Because Illumi-
nation Samples correspond to Dirac impulses, the reflec-
tion is an impulse response of the BRDF, i.e. it is the
BRDF with a fixed incident light direction multiplied by
the irradiance of the sample. The complete reflection is
the sum of the impulse responses to each Illumination
Sample. Therefore the BRDF must be evaluated once for
each Illumination Sample to obtain the reflected radiance

in a particular direction.

Using an adaptive directional distribution described
below, reflected light is projected onto an adaptive, hi-
erarchical directional basis to obtain the new exitant light
for each patch. These representations are then averaged
bottom-up to obtain the distributions for inner nodes.

3.4 Shooting

With a gathering iteration scheme, the number of Illumi-
nation Samples and thus the time for push/pull increases
from iteration to iteration. With a shooting scheme in the
spirit of [19] this can be avoided. This requires an addi-
tional directional representation of unshot radiance, but it
also avoids the storage and reflection of all Illumination
Samples.

3.5 Error Analysis

Note that in our approach propagation and reflection are
completely decoupled. Propagation computation does
not consider the reflection properties of the receiver,
which would allow the computation of incident light at
a highly glossy patch more accurately than in the diffuse
case. The spatial refinement of the patches is done during
propagation, while the refinement level of the directional
distributions is chosen during reflection. This distinction
does not impose a problem on convergence, but it results
in memory/computation savings.

Illumination Samples can be interpreted as Dirac-
peaks from a particular direction describing incident light
and are thus somewhat similar to the photons in the Pho-
ton Map approach of Jensen et al. [8]. However, Photon
maps are not deterministic and their usage for lighting
simulation is very different from ours.

With respect to a standard norm, with Dirac-peaks
no convergent representation can be obtained. On the
other hand, the Dirac-representation is only used to com-
pute the reflection integral. From another point of view,
this representation can be seen as intermediate data in a
delayed numerical integration, where each Illumination
Sample is a temporarily stored integration sample. So
as long as the BRDF is numerically integrable, the com-
puted reflection will converge.

4 Adaptive Representation of Outgoing Radiance
for Interactive Display

To produce the finite-element solutions suitable for inter-
active display, we store outgoing light in the form of di-
rectional distributions attached to surfaces or clusters. As
in Radiance Clustering [16], objects are assumed to have
no spatial extent. Instead of the four dimensional radi-
ance only the 2D radiant intensity distribution is stored
with each object.



4.1 Directional Representations
For the representation of directional radiant intensities,
we have implemented and examined two options: First,
a uniform subdivision of the direction space, where each
distribution is represented by a fixed number of coeffi-
cients (non-adaptive basis) 1. Second, we implemented
an adaptive representation using Haar Wavelets.
The non-adaptive basis is more useful for smooth dis-

tributions, because all operations on the fixed subdivision
basis are simple and fast. The adaptive Haar basis is bet-
ter suited for strongly varying functions, because it can
use more basis functions in the interesting regions and
fewer in smooth regions. However, operations such as
the evaluation of the distribution or addition of two dis-
tributions are more expensive.

“Non-adaptive” Representation
For a non-adaptive basis, we use a uniform subdivision
of the direction space. To accomplish this task, a tetrahe-
dron is subdivided. We thus obtain 4n�1 triangles if the
level of subdivison is n. Since the number of vertices is
lower than the number of triangles (this is 2�4n�2), we
decided to store 3 floats for RGB only at the vertices.

Haar Representation
For the Haar representation, the domain of directions is
parameterized by points on an octahedron. The vertices
of the octahedron are selected to lie on the main axes,
so each face corresponds to one octant of the directional
domain. Simple sign considerations of a direction deliver
the corresponding octahedron face.
A hierarchy of basis functions is built by assigning a

first level basis function to each of the eight faces of the
octahedron. These are then subdivided hierarchically in
the usual manner.
In order to quickly compute an adaptive representation,

a top-down approach was chosen. Assume that the func-
tion to be projected is f . For each of the first eight basis
functions, f is sampled at the triangle corners and at its
center. If f is almost constant over the triangle, the sam-
ple values will only vary slightly. For highly varying f ,
one can expect a wide range of function samples. Thus
the difference between minimum and maximum sample
is considered. If it is too large, the four finer basis func-
tions partitioning the domain are considered recursively.
This top-down approach runs into problems if f has

a sharp peak inbetween the samples. We alleviate this
problem by enforcing a minimum subdivision level in the
hope that the resulting sampling is dense enough to not
miss any peaks.

1This allows a comparison with [16]; to be complete we should have
tested with spherical harmonics. Since no solution for general surface
orientation currently exists, we used the “non-adaptive” basis.

There are several possibilities to decide whether the
difference is too large. For the algorithm described in
this paper, the difference is compared with the midpoint
value, i.e. a maximum percentage deviation � with re-
spect to the center value is allowed. This turned out to
be beneficial for our case (see Section 5.1); for other set-
tings, different criteria can be used.

Comparison

To see the differences involved in using Haar or non-
adaptive representations, consider the following example,
which is an empty room (the geometry is taken from the
RADIANCE test scene “Soda Shoppe” [26]).

Max level 3 4

N/A

Haar

Reference

Figure 1: Comparison of the non-adaptive (N/A) vs. Haar.

Max Distr Triangles Time
Level N/A Haar N/A Haar
3 2878 782K 640K 510 s 722 s
4 2878 3127K 1829K 731 s 1125 s

Table 1: Comparison of Non-adaptive (N/A) and Haar basis for
Radiance Clustering, showing the number of directional func-
tions used and the computation time. Max Level is the maxi-
mum level of subdivision.

The reference image was computed using a path-tracer
using next-event estimation [11]. The images in Figure 1
were generated using Radiance Clustering, with the non-
adaptive and Haar basis (see Section 5 for more details on
rendering). The “Max Level” parameter corresponds to
the maximum permitted level of subdivision. Clearly, the
non-adaptive basis fails to correctly represent the high-
lights on the glossy floor for maximum subdivision level
3. For maximum level 4, the result is improved, but at the
cost of 4 times more memory (see Table 1). In contrast,



the Haar basis uses less than three times as much memory
for an “equivalent” improvement in quality. However, the
Haar basis also takes more time. The reason is that arith-
metic operations on the regular constant subdivision are
of course simpler and faster.

This example demonstrates that for highly glossy
scenes, small highlights can only be captured with the
adaptive basis or a very fine non-adaptive basis repre-
sentation, which in turn requires large amounts of mem-
ory. More importantly, the user, who has limited mem-
ory, can only change the quality in large “quanta”, and
often will not be able to get a satisfactory result before
running out of memory. Adaptive bases, such as Haar,
alleviate this problem. However, the uniformity of the
non-adaptive basis results in a smoother, more regular
distribution, which becomes especially visible during in-
teractive viewing.

5 Interactive Display

After the computation of a global illumination solution
using Illumination Samples, we have a representation of
outgoing radiant intensity, stored in the directional distri-
bution function. At each frame during interactive display,
we need to evaluate radiance for every glossy hierarchi-
cal leaf element in the direction of the viewpoint. This
implies two requirements: (i) subdivision of the direc-
tional distributions appropriately so that a visually pleas-
ing representation of glossy effects is produced and (ii)
acceleration of the display process to avoid the cost of
the evaluation of radiance at each element at every frame.

5.1 Refinement Issues for Display

Recall that we have decoupled directional subdivision, in
the form of the Haar-based directional distribution func-
tions, and the spatial subdivision, in the form of the “tra-
ditional” hierarchical radiosity element hierarchy. To dis-
play the solution, we interpolate radiance in the view di-
rection by evaluating the directional distribution on each
element. If subdivision in direction space is performed
arbitrarily, the difference in subdivision of the direc-
tional function between neighbouring patches may be too
abrupt.

This is the case for example if we compare absolute
value differences between the center and the vertices
of the triangles of the directional subdivision to decide
whether to subdivide. The use of relative (percentage)
differences avoids this problem since we approximate the
form of the function, which varies more slowly across
neighbours. The artifacts due to the absolute refinement
can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Artifacts when using the “absolute” refiner (left),
which are absent when using the “relative” refiner (right).

5.2 Interactive Rendering
For efficient display we separate objects into two lists, so
that diffuse objects can be rendered once and redisplayed
in efficient, display-list mode. The other list, of glossy
reflectors, is updated appropriately at each frame and dis-
played in immediate mode. The accelaration achieved
obviously depends on the percentage of diffuse surfaces
in the scene. For the scenes tested we achieve update rates
varying from a few frames per second to a few seconds
per frame for more complex scenes.
To achieve smooth shading for glossy surfaces, we add

a field to the data structure associated with vertices in the
hierarchy of elements. For planar surfaces, this field is
updated during push-pull in a manner slightly different to
that of radiosity; i.e. for a vertex belonging to a leaf ele-
ment or to an edge, the radiant intensity is summed with
the radiant intensity stored at the vertex. Since radiant in-
tensity is in Watts/sr (see [16]), at display time we divide
by the area of the surrounding elements.
The special case of indexed face-sets is treated sepa-

rately. Indexed face-sets are common modelling primi-
tives, and often result from the tesselation of curved ob-
jects such as spheres or cylinders. The advantage of such
a primitive is that vertices are shared between adjacent
elements. We can thus avoid the storage of the additional
directional distribution at the vertices.
Each vertex stores the list of polygonal elements which

share it. Its color is then the average radiant intensity of
these polygons (i.e. I evaluated at the centers of the ele-
ments in the viewing direction). For more efficient dis-
play, we evaluate this color once per vertex for a given
direction. Also, we recompute the color only if the direc-
tion changes “sufficiently” i.e. greater than a user-defined
� threshold. This allows the control of the quality/update
rate tradeoff.

6 Implementation and Results

One major goal of our approachwas the development of a
solution which can be considered a simple “add-on” to an
existing hierarchical radiosity system. We implemented
the algorithm on two very different rendering architec-
tures, namely BRIGHT (iMAGIS) and VISION (Uni-



versity of Erlangen).
We have tested our implementation on several test

scenes, shown in Figures 3 and 6. The scenes in Figure 3
were used for the interactive viewing test in BRIGHT.
The first scene shows three light sources colored red,
green and blue, illuminating a very glossy, small reflec-
tor. This reflector in turn indirectly illuminates a dif-
fuse wall. The second scene is a glossy sphere illumi-
nated by a small source and a glossy floor. These in
turn produce indirect glossy effects on the lower part of
the sphere and the diffuse ceiling. Finally, the “Simple
soda” scene is a simplified version of the “Soda Shoppe”
scene. In BRIGHT, we require tesselation of all objects
initially, which results in a high number of initial objects;
in VISION, objects are not initially tesselated. This ex-
plains the low number of initial objects in the complete
“Soda Shoppe” scene, used for Figure 6.

6.1 Radiance Clustering vs. Illumination Samples

In BRIGHT we have implemented both Radiance Clus-
tering (RC) and the Illumination Samples (IS) approach.
We have compared running time and memory usage for
the RC and IS approaches. The threshold value has the
same meaning for both approaches, since we are using a
“relative” refiner. Visual inspection also shows that the
resulting images are equivalent for the same parameter
values. All timings are on a 195Mhz R10k SGI worksta-
tion.

3 Lights Sphere S. Soda

Figure 3: Test scenes using illumination samples
.
6.2 Memory Consumption

In Table 2 we show the memory statistics for the test
scenes used. In particular we list the different scenes with
the � accuracy threshold (see Section 4.1), and the corre-
sponding number of directional distribution basis func-
tions used for the solution by the Radiance Clustering
(RC) and Illumination Samples (IS) approach. The right-
most column shows the percent gain of the illumination
samples approach.
Memory usage is clearly reduced using Illumination

Samples compared to the Radiance Clustering approach
for all scenes. The gain varies from 37 % to 41% in
the best case. This is mainly due to the fact that Radi-
ance Clustering requires the additional intermediate di-
rectional distribution functions to be able to correctly per-

� m/M IS RC
3 Lig. 0.5 1/3 8618 13866 38%
3 Lig. 0.1 1/3 8820 14068 37%
3 Lig. 0.5 1/4 27306 43510 37%
3 Lig. 0.5 1/5 79218 125944 37%
Sph. 0.5 1/3 2114324 3598720 41%
Soda 0.5 1/3 2097534 3339794 37%

Table 2: Gain inmemory usage from the use of the Illumination
Samples algorithm. � is the accuracy threshold and m/M the
min/max levels.

form the push-pull operation (see Section 2.2).

6.3 Computation Time
In Table 3 we show the computation time statistics for the
test scenes used. In particular we list the different scenes
with the � threshold, and the corresponding computation
time for the solution by the two approaches (RC and IS).
The rightmost column shows the percent memory gain of
the illumination samples approach.

� m/M IS RC
3 Lig. 0.5 1/3 44.6 s 90.1 s 50%
3 Lig. 0.1 1/3 44.2 s 90.0 s 51%
3 Lig. 0.5 1/4 49.3 s 95.5 s 48%
3 Lig. 0.5 1/5 58.6 s 105.3 s 44%
Sph. 0.5 1/3 4167.1 s 6492.9 s 34%
Soda 0.5 1/3 5207.6 s 7117.4 s 27%

Table 3: Gain in computation time from the use of the Illumi-
nation Samples algorithm. � is the accuracy threshold and m/M
are the min/max levels.

For all scenes the illumination samples approach pro-
vides a speedup of at least 27%. This is mainly due to the
reduction in the number of hierarchy traversals, and also
the reduction in the number of triangles used to represent
the directional distributions as discussed above.
As expected and confirmed by the experimental re-

sults, the Illumination Samples approach reduces both
memory and computation time with respect to Radiance
Clustering. The images produced by both approaches are
essentially indistinguishable.

6.4 Visual Quality/Comparisons
We qualitatively compare the visual quality of the images
of Radiance Clustering and Illumination Samples with
those from a path-tracer or the RADIANCE system. The
path-tracer tests are rendered using an in-house imple-
mentation of the next-event estimation [11]. In Fig. 4 and
5 we show the reference path-tracer or RADIANCE im-
ages and the corresponding Illumination Samples images
together with the computation times for the test scenes.
There are several interesting observations that we can

infer from these examples:
1) In the case of the three light scene, RADIANCE runs



Reference Illumination Samples

Radiance 6537s 59s

Radiance 1303s 4167s

Figure 4: Reference solutions (RADIANCE) compared to IS
solutions for three lights and sphere scenes.

Reference Illumination Samples

Path Tracer 51873s 5208s

Figure 5: Simple Soda reference solution (path-tracer at
455x364 resolution) compared to IS solution.

into sampling problems. Even after more than an hour
and a half of computation it does not converge. In con-
trast, illumination samples achieves a solution in less than
a minute, which is in addition viewable from any direc-
tion interactively 2.

2) The computation times of IS are either lower or in
the same order of magnitude as those of the reference
solutions. The important thing to remember is that the
IS solutions can be viewed interactively, while the refer-
ence (path-tracer or Radiance) require the same amount
of time (tens of minutes or even hours) for every image.

3) Path-tracing images are very noisy. The “smooth-
shaded” solutions produced by IS do not suffer from this
problem. Despite being approximate, the smooth-shaded
images are therefore much better suited to interactive ap-
plications, where noise and flickering are very distracting.

We thus believe that our approach has great promise,
since it can be used to generate low to moderate quality
solutions for glossy environments, as well as produce so-
lutions suitable for interactive viewing.

2A bi-directional path-tracer, or photon-map which would consider
the reflection as a caustic may generate better results.

6.5 A More Complex Scene

As a last test we applied the Illumination Sample method
to a more complex scene, the Soda Shoppe, one of the
RADIANCE test scenes. Our version consists of 1,644
initial patches, several of which are non-planar, including
the spherical light sources. About one third of the patches
are non-diffuse. Since bounded form factor computation
is used [20], no initial tessellation of these objects was
necessary, which would have increased the initial com-
plexity significantly. The scene is not yet really complex
in the sense of an industrial-size model, but sufficiently
non-trivial to impose severe problems on previous finite-
element radiance methods.
The solution shown in Figure 6 was computed with

the implementation of VISION, which incorporates the
“shooting” solution described previously (Section 3.5).
It was obtained in 8,488 seconds and contains 29,138
final patches. 91% of the computation time was spent
on propagation, which in turn is dominated by visibil-
ity (97%), only 9% was used for push/pull including the
reflection. 743,284 links were computed, resulting in
29,138 patches. Note that the used VISION implemen-
tation does not yet incorporate smooth reconstruction ca-
pabilities, so that the patch boundaries are clearly visible.

Figure 6: A solution to the glossy soda shoppe, computed in
8,488 seconds.

By far most of the computation is spent on visibility, as
with diffuse radiosity computation. This indicates that we
were able to reduce the overhead introduced by explicitly
storing directional illumination information to reasonable
levels. The more costly push/pull step was expected,
but it is interesting to notice that it still requires only
about 10% of the overall computation for this particu-
lar scene. For other scenes with more glossy objects, this
percentage is somewhat larger, although always “reason-
ably small”. Note that this is only true for using shooting
instead of gathering! For gathering the push/pull times
can increase significantly.

7 Conclusions
We have presented a novel solution to global illumination
simulation for glossy environments. Our new algorithm



is an important step towards interactive walkthroughs of
globally illuminated glossy scenes: (i) We introduced the
Illumination Samples algorithm which represents incom-
ing light more accurately and efficiently, both in memory
and computation time. (ii) We have used an adaptive hi-
erarchical finite-element basis to store outgoing light, in
a manner suitable for interactive viewing. This allows
fine control of the memory/quality tradeoff, which was
not possible in previous solutions. (iii) These algorithms
can be implemented with marginal effort over an exist-
ing hierarchical radiosity system, by confining the modi-
fications to a small number of phases and data structures.
(iv) Interactive viewing of the glossy global illumination
solutions is achieved by suitably refining the directional
representation of outgoing light and accelerating the dis-
play process.
Our solution however is still quite memory-consuming

requiring in the order of tens of Mbytes for the smallest
scenes and hundreds of Mbytes for the more complex.
To remedy these problems we need to generalise the

multi-resolution nature of our solution. Notably we will
introduce a multi-resolution representation of outgoing
light, which will allow significant savings in memory at
the cost of lower visual quality. This approach will re-
quire a novel representation as well as a novel refinement
algorithm. This representation can be used both for the
actual lighting simulation as well as for display.
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